Automatic optimal input command for linearization of cMUT output by a temporal target.
Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) are a promising alternative to the piezoelectric transducer. However, their native nonlinear behavior is a limitation for their use in medical ultrasound applications. Several methods based on the pre-compensation of a preselected input voltage have been proposed to cancel out the harmonic components generated. Unfortunately, these existing pre-compensation methods have two major flaws. The first is that the pre-compensation procedure is not generally automatic, and the second is that they can only reduce the second harmonic component. This can, therefore, limit their use for some imaging methods, which require a broader bandwidth, e.g., to receive the third harmonic component. In this study, we generalized the presetting methods to reduce all nonlinearities in the cMUT output. Our automatic pre-compensation method can work whatever the excitation waveform. The precompensation method is based on the nonlinear modeling of harmonic components from a Volterra decomposition in which the parameters are evaluated by using a Nelder-Mead algorithm. To validate the feasibility of this approach, the method was applied to an element of a linear array with several types of excitation often encountered in encoded ultrasound imaging. The results showed that the nonlinear components were reduced by up to 21.2 dB.